SWISS QUALITY PRODUCT
Bartholet Maschinenbau AG, headquartered in
Flums, Switzerland, is an international leader in
ropeway systems, amusement parks, mechanical
engineering and lighting systems.
A motivated and qualified team of more than 450
employees as well as a modern infrastructure guarantee a fast and customer- specific realization of
complex projects. For more than 55 years Bartholet Maschinenbau AG has been planning and
building ropeways in mountain areas and increasingly also technical facilities at airports. Innovative
ideas and the development of new, trend-setting
products enjoy a high priority at Bartholet.
Let the Bartholet innovative spirit, the reliable
Swiss quality and the unique design convince you!
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Schweizer Qualität

HighLights – a unique lowering system for

The most important advantages at a glance

more safety and efficiency

––

A user-friendly remote control makes it easy for one person to lower the carrier without special equipment.

––

Direct maintenance work from the ground guarantees greater safety and reduces personnel costs.

––

The shortened maintenance time minimizes the costs (short blockade of the apron) and contributes to the continuation of air traffic.

––

Complete solution from a single source, which meets the highest Swiss quality standard.

––

Individual, on-schedule and customer-specific conception and implementation of lighting systems.

The continuing growth and technical developments of airports place ever higher demands
on airport lighting. Efficient processes and the safety of passengers, goods and aviation technology in all weathers can only be guaranteed under optimal lighting conditions. This means
that the highest demands are placed on all lighting components, from the mast to the light
fixture. The newly developed high mast with the automated lowering system HighLights enables simple and safe maintenance of lighting systems at airports without impairing ongoing
processes.

HighLights
Bartholet has expanded its know-how in the field of technical equipment at airports. In-depth
expertise in machine and mast construction has supported Bartholet in the development of the
new Bartholet HighLights product. With Highlights, the unique lowering system, all components
installed on the high mast can be lowered efficiently and safely for maintenance work at working
height at the touch of a button. This allows service work to be carried out directly on the ground,
resulting in shortened blocking of the apron, cost savings and greater safety for the employees.

Four steps to success
1.
2.
3.
4.

The components on the mast must be cleaned.
A single employee lowers the carrier with all its components at the touch of a button using a remote
control.
The cleaning work is carried out directly from the ground. Afterwards the carrier with all its
components is comfortably raised again.
Within a short time, the components are fully operational without impairing ongoing processes.

HighLights Impressions

